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Abstract-A decisionfeedbackequalizer(DFE)withcorrecttap
weights operating o n ’ a noisy channel is considered. We show how the
resultsconcerninganoiselesschannelcan
he extended to yieldtight
bounds on thestationaryerrorProbabilityperformanceforthenoisy
case. The effect of noise on DFE performance is classified according to
the noise distribution and the channel parameters.

as the noise variance increases [2].) It is not our intention to
suggest that such contrived channelswill or do arisein practice
(although it is not clear that they do not). Rather, the merit of
our results rests in showing the need for imposing stronger
hypotheses in characterizing
the
channel
parameters
for
Practical systems. This would enable tighter bounds on the
error Probability to be derived, thereby better reflecting the
DFE performance to be expected in practice. However, we
I. INTRODUCTION
argue that imposing a minimum phase property o n the (high
ratio) channels does not appear strong enough
N this paper, we study the range of performance that one signal-to-noise
can
to
guarantee
improvements
on the error rate bounds
in [4].
expect from a decision feedback equalizer (DFE) as we vary
Another consequence of our analysis is the suggestion that by
acrosstheclassof
noisyfiniteimpulseresponse(FIR)
channels used for binary transmission. We
will be interested in adding dither to a DFE, one may improve its error performance. Both theselatterpointsseem,
at leastinitially,tobe
realize the worst
finding a subclass of noisy channels which
counterintuitive.
possible errorprobabilityperformanceoftheDFE.This
Finally, the explicit use of the recovery time bound derived
analysis extends the techniques in [l] (see also [2], [3]) which
by
Cantoni and Butler [2], [3] (shown tight in [l]) to give a
treats DFE’s operating on noiseless channels. In the noiseless
in [4],
case, it is meaningless to study steady-state error probabilities straightforward proof of an error probability bound
illuminates the nontrivial but close connection between
the two
because with probability one, the DFE converges to a closed
importantearlycontributionstotheanalysis
of theerror
set of error-free states [ 11. This implies that the stationary
propagation mechanism in DFE’s,
errorprobabilityiszero.Thissituationchanges
withthe
in thispaperare
based ontwo-levelinput
introduction of channel noise (of sufficient amplitude), and we Theideas
may observe unacceptably high error rates, reflected in a high sequences.ExtendingtheresultstoM-levelinputsappears
straightforward (see [2], [3], [5], [6]).
errorprobability, in the DFE due to
an errorpropagation
The remainder of this paper is setout as follows. Section I1
mechanism 141.
outlines
the notation developed in [l] which also is adopted
In[4],Duttweiler
etal.
deriveupperboundsonthe
here. We also present our assumptions regarding the channel
stationaryerrorprobabilityforclasses
of noisychannels
111, wetreataspecial
situation wherewe
subject to various constraints. However, these bounds appear noise.InSection
conservative and it seems natural to question the tightness of assume bounded channel noise to demonstrate the tightness of
in [4]. (Extendingourcalculationtothe
the
bounds.
Indeed,
this
very
question
is
raised
in the a boundgiven
unboundedbutfinitevariancenoise
case is straightforward
conclusions of [4]. We repose and solve this problem.
and
not
presented
in
detail.)
High
signal-to-noise
ratio
et al. [4]
A significant advance on the work of Duttweiler
has appeared recently in the DFE literature. O’Reilly and de channels which satisfy an ),-norm overbound property of the
OliveiraDuarte [5], [6] developaprocedurewhich
gives tail areconsidered in Section IV.SectionVquantifiesthe
upper and lower bounds on various error statistics for agiven effect noise has on DFE performance relative to the noiseless
case.Finally,SectionVIsummarizesthemainresultsand
channel. (Their techniques
are applicable to multilevel data
sequences and correlated noise.) It is clear that this procedure considers a natural extension to the work.
produces an upper bound on the stationary error probability
11. DEFINITIONS, ASSUMPTIONS,
AND SOME NOTATION
whichcannotexceedthatgiven
in [4]. However,like [4],
Our
notation
forms
an.
extension
of
thatfoundin
[l].
theseresultsgivenoindicationaboutwhatrange
of error
However,
to
keep
this
treatment
self-contained,
we
give
a
probabilitiesonemightexpect,apartfromwhatmaybe
minimal reviewofdefinitions.Reference
[l], treatingthe
indicated by specific examples.
noiseless
case
for
which
this
paper.forms
the
sequel,should be
Our contribution to this style
of analysis is not to extend the
consulted to obtain a more complete (and sympathetic) review
techniques and results found in [SI,[6], but rather to contrive
noisy channels which realize the upper bounds in [4], thereby of the notation, general principles of DFE operation, and the
settling the open questions regarding tightness. (These bounds use of finite state Markov processes (FSMP’s).
The communication channel is modeled as an FIR filter with
are realized by manipulating the channel parameters typically
[h, h2 * . . hN] E RN.TheDFE
in the presence of small noise, rather than by taking the limit cursor ho andtail HN
tapped delay line (see Fig. 1) is repiesented DN 4 [d, d2 - . .
dN] E WN.The data ak are assumed white and take values in
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B2) If a k = - sgn Rk, then dk # a k if and Onlyif (Rkl >
h0.
Most of our subsequent results center on these two results.

CHANNEL
h , t q - * h , t T 2 h h , t ...tq-NhN

111. ERRORPROBABILITY
BOUNDS

q-dd,+q-2d,t.

A . Global Bound
In[4], it wasestablishedthat
the probability of error is
always.b,ounded above by 1/2. In essence, this translates to a
statement that having a DFE asa channel equalizer is generally
better than not having one at all, butnot always. We rederive
this result because its proof will
be useful in later sections.
Using Bayes’ theorem, the probability of a decision error is
given by

. . tQNdN

DFE TDL
Fig. 1 .

Channeland DFE model.

+

+

Now, under ideal conditions, D N = HNand we assume this.
With this last condition, E k forms a state [I]. More generally, Pr ((ik uk)= Pr (Lik uk ak = sgn Rk). Pr (ak= sgn Rk)
when D N # H N (which we do not treat in this paper), Ekis not
+Pr ((ik#ukIak=-sgn Rk) Pr ( u k = -sgn Rk). (3.1)
a state, but the following vector is:
Using observations B1) and B2), and the assumptions: 1) the
xk A
’
ak-N (ik- 1 * * ’ (ik-N]’ E W2N. (2.2) data take binary values with
equal probability, and 2) R k is
independent
of
a k , then (3.1) reduces to
Naturally, x k contains allthe information E k does, but not vice
versa. Each possible value takenby x k will be referred to asan
atomic state, and the complete collection of 4 N atomic states
will be denoted Q. Note,there isnoneedconceptually
to
differentiate between x k and E k when we refer to the state of
the system (Fig. 1). We will, however, generally be referring
to the atomic states x k to keep the treatment compatible with
[ll.
We will be carrying over the finite state Markov process
(FSMP) modeling from [l] noting the set of 4 Nxk’s form the
states. As in [l], we consider lumping the atomic states into
aggregatedstates
in suchaway
topreserve the Markov
property. Whilein principle such a lumping is not necessary, it
does reduce the computational burden [l]. Finally, we let ng
denote the channel noise (see Fig. 1). Assumptions regarding
the channel noise are outlined below.
The DFE decision equation which is central to our analysis
is given by (see Fig. 1)
/

N

assuming correct tap weights DN = H N , the above equation
reduces to

\

i= I

and clearly this expression is bounded above by the global
bound 1/2. In Section 111-C, we construct a set of channels
and a noise density which realizes the pathological value 1/2.
(This bound is realizedwithout the assumption thatthe signalto-noise ratio isvanishingly small, in whichcasethe
error
probability can be made arbitrarily close to 1/2 [2].)

B. General Bound
The second bound derived in [4] takes the form

PE 5

\

N

I

/

€2N
242N- 1) + 1

(3.3)

where PE is the probability of an error under stationarity, E is
the probability of error in the absence of past decision errors,
and N is the number of taps. Our approach to demonstrating
the tightness of (3.3) is simply to construct a channel and noise
density which realizes the value of the bound. For simplicity
and clarity, we assume the channel noise magnitude can be
bounded above by BU as follows:

which may be compactly written
(This requirement can be relaxed and Chebyshev’s inequality
invoked to demonstrate that thesame bound in (3.3) works for
u’,< 00. The analysis
= sgn (houk Sk nk)
(2.4b) unboundednoisewithfinitevariance
given in Section IV is typical of modification in style required
= sgn (hoak Rk)
( 2 . 4 ~ ) to treat the more general case.)
The system we consider is given in Fig. 2 , which we shall
where we have introduced the shorthand Sk L2 HiEk(notation: now explain. (The state labeling and the transition probabiliu T denotesthe
transpose of u ) representing the residual ties marked on the arrows joining states need to be separately
intersymbol interference (ISI), and R k s k + nk representing described. We will show subsequently that there exists a set of
the residual IS1 plus noise.
channels and noise densities
for which Fig. 2 represents an
The channel noise nk is assumed: 1) to be zero mean, 2) to exact stochastic description under suitable interpretation.) We
have finite variance u‘,< 00, 3) to be independent of the data adopt the “recovery distance” aggregated FSMP states given
a k and the residual IS1 sk, and 4) to be white.Assumptions 3)
in [6]. (This set of aggregated states was also used to treat the
and 4) are particularly important because they ensure one can noiseless channel case [l , sect. IV.E] .) In review, aggregated
use FSMP modeling for a noisy DFE as was done for the state 0 comprises the 2 N set of atomic states, each of which
noiseless case [l] (see also [2]-[6]).
satisfy E k = 0. (In [l], this set was called the set A . ) Further,
We make two simple but fundamental observations regardan atomic state x k belongs to the aggregated state i > 0 if the
ing ( 2 . 4 ~ ) .
DFE requires i consecutive correct decisions to reach aggreB 1) If a k = sgn Rk, then dk = ak.
gated state 0. Despite the fact that aggregated
state 0 is no
hk=Sgn
(hoak+HgEk+nk);

+ +
+

ho>O

(2.4a)
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Fig. 2. Finite state Markov process of a class of channels with bounded

noise.
longer absorbing, as itwas for thenoiseless case, we will
continue to refer to the DFE as
having recovered when it is in
aggregated state 0.
We now describethe transitionprobabilityassignments
shown in Fig. 2. When in aggregated state 0 (where Ek = O ) ,
only noise can cause a decision error. With such an error, the
system transits to state N with probability E defined by
E

P Pr (Cik+akI&=O)
1

= - Pr

2

’

(Ink[>ho)

(3.5)

where we have used (3.2b) with Rk = nk. Note, varying the
channel does not change E . Therefore, this errorprobability is
the same for all atomic states in aggregated state 0.
Next we considerthe
transitions
emanating
from the
aggregated states N,N - 1, . . ., 1 in Fig. 2. It is clear from
the definition of recovery distance that if the DFE makes an
error, it transits to aggregated state N.Otherwise, with each
consecutive correctdecision,theindex
definingthe aggregated state, i.e., the recovery distance, decrements. Now the
transition probabilities shown in Fig. 2 imply that for some
hypothetical channel, correctdecisions occur with probability
1/2 and incorrect decisions also with probability 1/2 (in the
presenceofboundednoise).
We realizethishypothetical
channel by constructing a class of channels with the desired
property.
Consider the DFE errorprobability during recovery (where
Ek # 0).Then

1
Pr ( b k z a k I E k # O ) = - Pr (I&I>hoIEk#O)
2

+

+

tl P

n {2h,-I>2hN+hO+B(J}

tz 2 2(2N- 1 ) .

N

hj+ho+&,}
i=2

1

PE

A

Pr

(Bk

z ak 1 stationarity)

= P r ( b k # a k ( E k = O ) Pr
+ P r (&+akIEk+O)
=E

(3.7)

defines a proper subset of the channels which have Fig. 2 as

(3.9)

2 depicts an FSMP, the
Now since the arrangement in Fig.
timeittakes
to transit fromaggregatedstate
N to 0 is
independent of the transitions which led the system to stateN.
Similarly for the casestarting in 0 transiting to state N.
Therefore, under stationarity, the probability the system will
be found in state 0 is given by tl/(tl + tz), and the probability
the system is recovering (the complement
event) is t2/(tl +
t2).Therefore, the stationary probability of error PE for our
constructed channels is simply given by Bayes’ theorem:

tl
-+-

1

tz

-

t l + t * 2 tl+t2

n ... n ( 2 h , > 2

(3.8)

€-I

from elementary considerations. Withadecision
error, the
system transits to aggregated state N.The mean time spent
during recovery when we start in aggregated state N is, by
construction, the same as for the noiseless case [ l , eq. (4.6)],
1.e.,

(3.6)

derived in analogy to (3.2b), except conditioned on the DFE
not having recovered. To make this last expression equal 1/2,
we simply need to ensure that R k , considered as a random
variable, has a conditional probability density which is zero
in the interval [ - ho, ho]. Now since the noise is assumed
bounded above by Bu (3.4), it is sufficient that the random
variable s k has zero probability density in the interval [ - ho B,, ho + B,]. This in turn ensures that while the system is in
the aggregated states where E k # 0, the decision in (2.4a) is
based solely on R k , and therefore f i k is completely uncorrelated with ak. We can guarantees k has the desired property by a
suitable choice of H N .
We assertthat the nonempty regionin thechannel parameter
space given by

{2hN>hO+B,}

their FSMP representation. We now show this. The formula
(3.7) simply ensures the parameters hl > h2 > . . . > hNare
Ink1 for all
spaced sufficiently far apart that I H c E k I > ho
Ek # 0.This implies, via the triangle inequality, that (HcEk
nkl > ho, i.e.,
> ho. Then using (3.6), we conclude
that for all channels satisfying (3.7), Pr (cik # aklEk z 0) =
1/2. Therefore, we have constructed a class of channels (3.7)
where: 1) the statistical behaviorof
the DFE before
recovery is the same whether or not boundedchannel noise
is present, and 2) Fig. 2 is an exact stochasticdescription
undersuitableinterpretation.
We will now show howthis
propertyand
ourprevious
results forthe
noiseless case
provide an elementary derivation and reinterpretation of the
bound (3.3) derived in [4]. In light of ( 3 . 3 , we consider only
thenondegenerate
casewherePr
(Ink1 > ho) > 0 which
ensures aggregated state 0 is nonabsorbing, i.e., E > 0.
First, we give an example of our construction. Let N = 2
and Ink1 < 1.2, i.e., B , = 1.2. Thenthechannel {ho = 1 , H2
= r1.15 2.261 ‘} satisfies (3.7), noting that subject toEk # 0,
we have lRklrnln= 2 X 2.26 - 2 X 1.15 - 1.2 = 1.02.
Now consider Fig. 2. When the system is in aggregated
state 0, we can either:1) continue normal error-free operation,
or 2) make a noise-induced error. Once in aggregated state 0,
the mean waiting time before a decision error is made is

-

E2N
242N- 1) + 1 .

(Ek=())

. Pr

( ~ k 0)
f

(3. loa)
(3. IOb)

Expression (3. lob) is precisely the bound ( 3 . 3 ) derived in [ 4 ] .
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Hence, we have established that this bound is tight, being
achieved by certain noisy channels satisfying (3.4) and (3.7).
Remarks:
1) A straightforward modification to the analysis also
yields the same (supremum) bound given the assumption of
unbounded channel noise with finite variance. In this case, we
select BU (as a parameter rather than a bound) sufficiently
large in the expression for the channel (3.7) to make PE
arbitrarily close to (3. lob). However, with larger Bu in (3.7),
the resulting channels become more contrived and less likely
to appear in practice.
2) In the high signal-to-noise ratio limit, i.e., as afi -+ 0, the
channels that are analogous to (3.7), which yield a stationary
error probability PEthat is arbitrarily close to the bound (3.3)
are the "Po\A= 1/2 polytopes" considered in [I]. (We give
no formal proof of this, but simply note, that as Bu -+ 0 in
(3.7), we obtain a region which corresponds to a
= 1/2
polytope in [ I , eq. (4.4)].) Hence, questions regarding the
physical relevance of these high signal-to-noise ratio channels
coincide with the questions raised in [l] concerning noiseless
minimum phase channels. (The interested reader should
consult [ I , sect. IV-Dl .)
3) Expression (3.10a) shows the connection between the
worst case recovery time bound (3.9) derived in [2] and the
error probability upper bound (3.3) derived in [4].

C. Range of Realizable Error Probabilities
In this subsection, we contrive noise densities (distributions)
which realize all values of E in the interval [O, 1/21, and hence
from (3. lob), all values of P, in the interval [O, 1/21. Consider
noise nk which can be bounded above and below as follows:

bound [4], this implies (4.2) forms the asymptotic error
probability for this class.
The bound (4.2) is important because it shows that by
imposing conditions on the shape of the channel, viz. (4. I),
corresponding to physical reality, less pessimistic error
probability bounds than (3. lob) are possible.

B. Construction of a Candidate Class of Channels
The N-tap channel decision equation (2.3) is algebraically
equivalent to

where

and

With constraint (4. l), we simply have

and then (4.3a) can be interpreted as an equation for an n-tap
channel with a random, time-varying cursor bounded to
strictly positive values, i.e., ho(k) > 0. We note that, as
+hen the presence of the lower bound implies E = 1/2 from mentioned in [4], condition (4.1) corresponds to the eye being
(3.5). By Section 111-B, the presence of the upper bound open (i.e., the residual IS1 satisfies 1 Ski < ho) after the first n
ensures that a channel can be constructed (3.7) such that taps are discarded. Therefore, in the absence of noise nk,
(3.10b) is realized. With 6 = 1/2 in (3.10b), we get PE = recovery is guaranteed if we make n rather than N consecutive
1/2, a most pathological situation. Constructing further noise correct decisions.
densities yielding the remaining values in [O, 1/21 for PEis
It is now straightforward to construct an N-tap channel HN
straightforward, but not of practical interest.
(for a given hn) such that Fia. 3 describes the transition
probabilities between the aggregated states 0 through N when
TIGHTERRORPROBABILITY
BOUND
IV. ASYMPTOTICALLY
channel noise nk is absent (these aggregated states are the
A. Preliminary
same as those in Fig. 2). (We will subsequently demonstrate
As before, let HN& [hl h2 . . . hN] E R N and ho denote, that for'all such channels, PE-+ E - 2 "asymptotically for small
respectively, the N-tap tail and cursor of a channel. We noise.) Note from Fig. 3 that the probability of a correct
partition the tail HNaccording to Hn g [hl hz - . h,] E R n decision is one for aggregated states 0 through N - n because
and Hd. [hn+, h n + z - - - hNIT E RN-". With an 11-norm the eye is open after n or more consecutive correct decisions
overbound on Hdgiven by
have been made. When the DFE is in an atomic state within
any of the aggregated states N , N - 1, . . . , N - n + 1, we
claim we can construct a suitable H, such that the probability
of error is precisely 112 (in the absence of noise). If so, then
Fig. 3 forms a valid FSMP representation of this noise1e.s~
Duttweiler et al. [4] were able to demonstrate that asymptoti- channel.
cally as a:
0
We begin our construction by defining a region in the space
of the first n channel parameters in terms of a positive quantity
4 > 0:
subject to mild constraints on the shape of the impulse
response tail and a Gaussian noise assumption. The demonstration in [4] is also valid if we let N,
-, which we will not
consider here for brevity. With finite N , we need no constraint
on the shape of the tail. We also drop the Gaussian noise
assumption and require only that the noise variance is finite to
demonstrate that the upper bound (4.2) is asymptotically tight.
This bound is asymptotically tight in the sense that certain Then we assert that a sufficient condition on the N-tap channel
noisy channels realize the value of the bound as the noise HNsubject to (4.1) to have the desired behavior in states N
variance decreases to zero.
through N - n + 1 is the following condition on its first n
In the following sections, we construct a class of channels parameters:
whose stationary error probability is bounded below by an
expression which approaches (4.2). Given (4.2) is an upper
+

+
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S

Fig. 3.

Finite state Markov process

To see this, first consider a (truncated) noiseless channel H,
with cursor ho + D . Then(4.6) isidentical to asufficient
condition
that
noiseless
a
channel
has exactly
an
error
probability of 1/2 when it has made less than n consecutive
correct decisions [l , Propositjon IV. l(b)]. We now demonstrate that the channel pair { ho(k), H,}, which has the same
fixed 'tail H,, but the time-varying cursor of (4.3b), has this
behavior also. From the definitions (4.5) and (4.6), it is clear
that for all H , E E(ho
D ) = H , E, E(&@)), i.e.,

+

E(h,+D)

c E(/&)).

R

Q

(4.7)

Due to the algebraic equivalence of {Ko(k),H,,} to {ho,HN}
expressedthrough(2.3)and(4.3a),wehave
determineda
subset of the class of channels HN, subject to (4.1) and (4.6),
which have the-FSMP representation of Fig. 3 . (For a more
detailedaccountofthisstyle
of construction of noiseless
channels,
see
[l].)
,
We now give an example of our construction. Let N = 7, n
= 3, and ho = 1. We pick any vector in R4 whose I I norm
satisfies (4.1), say Hd = [ - 0 . 3 0.1 0.05 -0.01IT.Here
llffdll
= 0.46, and therefore D = 0.92 from ( 4 . 3 ~ ) Next
.
we
select any H3 E E(1.92)accordingto(4.5)
and (4.6). A
suitable choiceis,say,
H , = [3.952.000.97IT.Thenwe
claim that the channel {ho = 1, H , = [3.95 2.00 0.97 -0.3
0.1 0.05 -O.OIIT} in the presence of noise n k will have an
error probability PE
8, (4.2) as ui --* 0 where E -+ 0 is
given by (3.5).
We now include channel noise n k in the analysis of our
constructed channel. Wenote that thelumping of atomic states
into aggregated states corresponding to "recovery distance"
[6] no longer yields an FSMP (for our constructed channel)
when noise is present. To see this, observe that each atomic
statewithinasingle
aggregation will havedifferent noise
thresholds, implying differenterror probabilities. Thisdestroys the Markov property because knowledge of the recovery distance is insufficient to deduce exact errorprobabilities.
Fortunately, in deriving our error
probability bound, we do
not need to use a (noisy) FSMP. However, the aggregation of
atomic states into recovery distancestates will be useful in
deriving approximate bounds as was done in [6].
We define a further coarser partition of the set of atomic
states Q into threesets. Set S (slowphaseof
recovery) is
defined as the set of atomic states whose recovery distance is
greater than N - n . Set Q (quick phase of recovery) is those
whose recovery distance is between (and including) n and 1.
Set R (recovery) is those corresponding to recovery. These
three sets whichdelineate
three phasesof
DFE recovery
behavior on our constructed channels (in the high
signal-tonoise ratio limit) are shown in Fig. 3.

-

of a class of noiseless channels.

be denoted

PElx 4 Pr

Similarly, the probability that the present state x k lies in X
(again assuming stationarity) is denoted
px

A

Pr (xk E X ) .

(4.9)

Based on these definitions and noting the sets
S , Q, and R
partition Q, wehave understationarity andusingBayes'
theorem ,

PE'PEIR P R + P E I *QP Q + P E ~ SPS
=E

*

PR+PEIQ

P Q + P E ~* SPS.

(4.10)

By bounding the components of the right-hand side of (4. lo),
we will be able to determine a lower bound on the stationary
error probability PE for our constructed channels.

D. Lower Bound on Error Probability for Constructed
Channel Class
To provethe upper bound (4.2) of Duttweiler et al. is tight,
it is.sufficient to finda lower bound forour constructed
channelwhich approaches(4.2) in thehighsignal-to-noise
ratio limit, i.e., as 0: -+ 0. From (4.10), we have
P E ~* E
P R + ~ E I S. P S

P R + P E I*SPS
(4.11)
where p ~ P,q s , ps (to be determined) are lower bounds pon
R,
PEp,p s , respectively.
Consider first thecalculation for ps in (4.11). Let p i denote
the probabilitythat
theDFE
will be found in (recovery
distance)
aggregated
state i under stationarity. Then by
definition (see Fig. 3),

(4.12a)

P~=PN+PN-~+"'+PN-~+I

and
PQ=PN-n+PN-n-l+"'+Pl.

.

(4.12b)

Now with every decision error,theDFE
transits toan
atomic state-whose recovery distance is N (by definition). This
shows p~ = P E . Further, by Section 111-A, the least
(imaginable) probable transition from aggregated state N to
N - 1 or N - 1 to N - 2, etc., occurs with probability 1/2.
This shows p i 2 PE(1/2)N-i. Using (4.12a),we may then
define
PS

C . Stationary Probabilities
To facilitateasimpleandsystematic
derivation of the
desiredasymptotic formula,we introduce some shorthand.
The probabilityof error under stationarity giventhat the
present atomic state, whatever it is, lies in a subset X E Q will

(4.8)

(cik+ak(X).

A

1
PE+-

2

PE+.

=2PE(1 -2-").

*

+

( y

PE
(4.13)

We now compute a suitable p R in (4.11). First, we give a
very conservative upper bound on p s + p~ using (4.12a) and
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(4.12b). Clearly, p; s PE for i = N, N - 1, . . ., 1 because
aggregated state i E { 1, 2, - . ., N - 1) can only be reached
from aggregated state i
1. Therefore,

+

This completes our demonstration that the class of channels
which satisfy (4.1) and (4.6) have a high signal-to-noise ratio
P S + P Q P~
~ ~
limiting stationary error probability PE which is arbitrarily
I= I
-a_close to the upper bound derived in [4], which is thus shown to
be tight. (These channels are also precisely those whose
and this implies (noting ps
PQ + pR = 1) that a suitable
stochastic dynamics in the absence of noise are described by
(conservative) p~ is given by
the FSMP in Fig. 3.)
Remarks:
1) The asymptotic upper bound derived in [4] is for
The calculation for P E I S
in (4.11) can proceed by invoking
Chebyshev's inequality. Consider some particular xk E S ; Gaussian noise nk. This bound also holds for non-Gaussian
noise distributions with finite variance. To show this, an
then from (3.2b), we have
analogous bounding procedure to that given in this section can
be used.
2) The introduction of channel noise nk into the analysis of
DFE's involves only O(afi) modifications relative to the
noiseless case. This justifies the practical relevance of
Now for all xk E S, we have ISkJ - ho > 0 by construction
studying noiseless DFE's as was done in [ l ] when the signal(4.5). Define
to-noise ratio is high.
3) The proof is invalid if N -* 00. To incorporate this case,
Ks A min {ISkI - h o } > O ,
we need to modify (4.14) by imposing a further constraint on
xkES
the channel tail; see [4].
i.e., in set S , the eye is always closed by at least Ks in the
absence of noise. Therefore, when lnkl = IRk - Ski < K s ,
the eye remains closed, and we deduce (outline only)
Based on our results, we classify the effect of channel noise
N

+

here fore, applying Chebyshev's inequality, we obtain

i.e., anticipating the high signal-to-noise ratio limit and using a
signed order notation,

Clearly, by letting a: -* 0 , we obtain the noiseless result.
A similar calculation involving Chebyshev's inequality, for
M = Q or R where ho - ISkJ> 0 (eye open without noise),
yields

where

KM 4 min { h o - I S k l } > O .
rkEM

Hence, if M = R where Sk = 0 (Ek = 0) for all atomic states,
we have KR = ho which leads to

on the error recovery performance of the DFE relative to the
noiseless case [I]. We distinguish three cases.
I ) N o Effect on DFE Recovery: We have constructed a
channel where, before recovery, (bounded) noise is inconsequential to DFE recovery; see (3.4) and (3.7). 'After recovery,
it is straightforward to construct (bounded) noise densities
which realize any value of E and hence PE in the interval [0,
1/21; see (3.1).
2) Noise Worsens DFE Recovery: This might be regarded
as the expected or standard case. As an example, let the
channel satisfy 211HNIII < ho, i.e., the eye is always open in
the absence of noise. Then let Pr (Ink\ > ho) > 0. Clearly,
with noise, the eye can close.
3) Noise Improves DFE Recovery: An example of this
case was obtained in Section IV where, by construction for the
noiseless case, P E l s= 1/2, but with noise, P E I S5 1/2 O(at); see (4.15).
The third case is, of course, counterintuitive and the most
interesting. It is a nontrivial problem to determine which
classes of channels result in improved (transient) error
recovery for certain noise distributions. Also, it is not clear
whether these channels can be expected in practice.
Remark:
1) It is also possible to contrive situations where for a
particular channel pararneterlchannel noise distribution combination, not only is the (transient) error recovery performance improved, as indicated by (4. 15), but also the stationary
error probability PE is reduced. However, it is dubious
whether such channels will appear in practice.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
This result says that: 1) the probability of error after recovery
is bounded above by the reciprocal of twice the S/N ratio, and
2) € 5 O ( U ~ ) .
We can now compute the lower bound on PE (4.11) by
substituting for (4.13), (4.14), (4. IS), and (4.16).

A . Summary
In this paper, we have demonstrated that the most pathological conceivable DFE behavior is realized by some channel
parameterlchannel noise combination. By purely constructive
methods, the bounds derived by Duttweiler et al. [4] were
shown to be tight, thereby settling the open question raised in
the conclusions of [4]. Further, we demonstrated that the
presence of noise either: 1) has no effect on, 2) worsens, or 3)
improves the DFE error recovery performance relative to the
noiseless case. It seems a nontrivial exercise to classify
explicitly those channels which benefit from the presence of
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channel noise. (Naturally, the level of benefit depends also on
the noise distribution.)

’

B. Extensions
Thebroad
classification given in Section V suggestsa
number of questions.Forexample:Whatisthe
optimal
(possibly nonunique, possibly degenerate) channel noise
distribution which minimizes the stationary error probability of a
nonadaptive DFE on a given channel?
An application would be to improve the error recovery rate
and the overall error probability by deliberately adding dither
in a high signal-to-noise ratio DFE receiver, a technique well
known in nonlinear control systems design.
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[4] D. L. Duttweiler, J. E. Mazo, and D. G. Messerschmitt, “Anupper
bound on the error probability in decision feedback equalization,”
IEEE Trans. Inform. Theory, vol. IT-20, pp. 490-497, July 1974.
[SI J. J . O’Reilly and A. M. deOliveiraDuane, “Error propagation in
decision feedback receivers,” Proc. IEE F, Commun., Radar, Signal
Processing, vol. 132, no. 7, pp. 561-566, 1985.
[6] A. M. de Oliveira Duane and J. J. O’Reilly, “Simplified technique for
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; Clarke,“The
time-domain response of minimum phase.networks,” IEEE Trans. Circuits Syst., vol. CAS-32, pp. 1187-1189,
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*

C. Discussion
Rodney A. Kennedy (S’86), for a photograph.and biography, see this issue,
Incontrivingchannelsandnoisedensitieswhichdisplay
p. 1021.
pathological behavior, it is not our intention to suggest they
reflect behavior to be observed in practice. (On the contrary,
wewouldnotexpect
or hopethistobethecase.)More
importantly, our results indicate the manner in which stronger Brian D. 0. Anderson (S’62-M’66-SM’74-F’75), for a photograph and
hypotheses need to be imposed on the channel and noise, to
biography, see this issue, p. 1021.
tighten further the bounds on PEand thereby reflect better the
DFE performance to be expected in practice.
We have argued that results concerning the behavior of high
signal-to-noise ratio DFE’s can be suitably approximated
by
the noiseless DFE given in [ 11. In [I], we presented evidence
that a minimum phase constraint
on the channel parameters
was insufficient to guarantee satisfactory recovery behavior. A
similar conclusion thus carries’over to the noisy case whereit
appears certain minimum phase channels may give unacceptably high error rates through error propagation, even though
as a class they generally appear attractive; see [7].

*
*
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